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Bookstore costs rise,
students turn to Internet

Unplugged

percent within the past
decade according to the
Staff Writer
Consumer Price Index.
Each semester, college stuWhen the bookstore purdents across the United chases
textbooks,
their
States join long lines at the prices also increase. Samson
bookstore and discover they said less than a decade ago
are paying more for their text- various small publishers
books.
produced textbooks. “Today,
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Schumer found that the major publishers.” She said
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that since the
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large publishc o l l e g e
ers
have
freshmen
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textbooks
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Although
Kim Samson
MSUM bookstore manager
Samson,
the bookstore
the managsets
the
prices,
60
er of the
MSUM
bookstore,
said percent of books come in
MSUM students pay less. with a suggested list price.
“Last fall the average stu- On books without a list price,
dent spent $285 on text- the bookstore adds a 25 perbooks.”
cent profit margin on the
The price of textbooks has price they paid for the textincreased 64 percent within book.
the last five years and 238
While some students cut

costs by purchasing their
textbooks from overseas
providers,
such
as
amazon.co.uk where students can save up to a third
on their textbook prices,
many choose to buy their
textbooks from their college
bookstore.
One book, Charlotte Lee and
Timothy
Gura’s
“Oral
Interpretation,” a required
text for Speech 105, cost
$66.40 new at the bookstore
and $49.80 used at the bookstore. Amazon.com charges
$66.36 for the new edition
and $40 for used copies of the
latest edition, with prices dipping as low as $2.88 for earlier editions of the book.
Amazon.co.uk, the British
version of Amazon, offered
the book, brand new for
$45.41—less than the bookstore’s used price. Barnes
and Noble’s Web site offered
the book for $66.36 new and
$44.91 used.
Samson said a good way to

State Lobby Day lets
students voice opinions

Former NASA scientist
reflects on Mars rover

By BRITTA TRYGSTAD

“

By B. PORTER/A. STRNAD
Staff Writer/Editor

Student senate is offering a
chance for students to speak
their mind to state legislators.
Senate’s
annual
S t a t e
L o b b y
Day, a free
trip to St.
Paul
to
meet with
elected
officials to
Maier
discuss
i s s u e s
affecting the university, will be
Feb. 11.
Student senate president
Travis Maier traveled to
Washington, D.C. for Federal
Lobby Day in November. He
met with senators, representatives, their staff, members of
higher education committees
and students’ rights groups to
discuss problems students at
MSUM and across the country
are facing: loan rates, Pell
grants and issues with the
Federal
Application
for
Student Aid forms.
One of the big issues with
the FAFSA Maier addressed in
D.C. was the box students

have to check if they have
been convicted of a drug-related crime. If the box is
checked, a student is unable
to receive aid.
“At the same time, murderers can get financial aid,”
Maier said. “That’s taking it
too far.”
Another big issue at Lobby
Day will be what is commonly
referred to as the “Pell passthrough.” According to Maier,
the state of Minnesota piggybacks on federal Pell grant
awards. Maier’s example was
that if the federal government
decides a student deserves
$1000 in federal aid while the
state decides the same student qualifies for $1200 in
state aid, the state would
deduct the $1000 in federal
money from the state aid. As a
result, a student who qualified
for $2200 in aid would only
receive $1200.
Minnesota is the only state
that deducts the entire
amount of the federal grant.
Starting March 5, two MSUM
students will make another
trip to Washington D.C. to follow up on Maier’s influence on

❒ LOBBY DAY, back page
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By BRETT ORTLER
Stafff Writer

W h i l e
NASA’s
Spirit rover
is roaming
the surface
of
Mars,
M S U M
geology
professor
and former
Colson
N A S A
employee Russell Colson
reflected on the popular mission and what it might mean
for humanity’s future in
space.
Colson worked at the
Johnson Space Center in the
1980s in the experimental
branch of the National
Aeronautics
and
Space
Administration,
studying
planets and ore formation,
without ever leaving Earth. “I
went to planets without spaceships,” Colson said.
However, NASA’s Spirit rover
is very much on Mars, sitting
in Gusev Crater, a large basin
NASA scientists suspect once
contained an ancient lake.
The
second
rover,
Opportunity, is due to land

Dave Lindo performs in Tuesday’s Underground Unplugged, the
first of the new semester.

Jan. 25 on the opposite side of
the planet at Meridian Panum,
another site suspected of once
holding water.
Colson said current rover
missions
are
important
because they will provide
information
for
future
manned flights into Mars and
deep space. “I think at somepoint in the next 20 to 30
years we’ll start moving into
space,” Colson said.
However, President Bush’s
new space initiative, which
would end space shuttle and
international space station
funding by 2010 in favor of a
manned lunar base and
eventual
Mars
mission,
raised
questions
with
Colson.
“Is now the right moment,
with such a severe budget
deficit?” Colson asked. “I
don’t know. I think technically and economically we
are very near to or at the
time where we will go into
space. We’re at that threshold when going to space is a
viable option.”
Colson did agree however,
that some of President
Bush’s suggestions were
sensible. “I have never been

a big fan of the space station
and the space shuttle,” he
said. “It was an important
foundation to further exploration.”
Yet, he said the space station and space shuttle are
somewhat limited in their
capabilities and imagination.
“It doesn’t stir the imagination as much as the moon or
Mars. In the end that is the
goal, to have a presence in
space, an extended presence,
to take human achievements
with the space shuttle and to
apply them to a human presence in space.”
Colson said he supports
manned
space
flights,
because “humans can do
kinds of exploration robots
can’t do.”
In turn, he said space missions are economically justifiable if they will provide benefits to humans on Earth. He
believes the current Mars mission will do just that, through
understanding a topic of a
more terrestrial interest—climate change.

❒ MARS, back page
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1.22 — 1.28
Happenings
and Events

1.24
MSUM’s Honors Orchestra concert, 4 p.m., Weld Auditorium.
Get your organization listed
in the Dragons’ Den or your
event listed in the Hap. Send
us the time, date and location
of your next event and watch
the people come rolling in.
advocate@mnstate.edu

Share thoughts
with legislators
An open forum with State
Senator Sandra Pappas from
12 to 12:45 p.m. today
(Thursday) in the CMU Main
Lounge gives the MSUM campus a chance to share its
thoughts.
Students, faculty, staff and
administrators are invited to
attend. Her visit is sponsored
by the Minnesota College
Democrats. She is particularly
interested in hearing from students regarding tuition rates in
Minnesota.
The
President's
Open
Legislative Forum will be held
from 3 to 4:30 p.m. on Friday
in
the
CMU
Ballroom.
Participants will include State
Senator Keith Langseth and
Representatives Paul Marquart
and Morrie Lanning.
The entire campus community is invited to attend.

Submit info,
see it in print
Want free publicity? It’s
easy—submit information for
The Advocate News Briefs.
E-mail information about
events, meetings, speakers
and organizations to advocate@mnstate.edu.
Please include when, where,
who,
what
and
why.
Depending on space availability, the entire campus will
know about your event or
organization in a timely
weekly fashion.
We’re here to help you out,
but it’s up to you to take it.

NEWS BRIEFS

Press nominated
for book awards

Watch the cat,
the moon

Baseball club
fundraises

Two New Rivers Press releases are finalists for the
Minnesota Book Awards:
“Paper Boat” in the poetry and
new voices categories, and
“Landing Zones” in the fiction
and new voices categories.
The finalists were announced
last week by the Minnesota
Humanities Commission.
New Rivers Press, one of the
oldest continuously publishing literary presses in the
country with more than 300
titles to its credit, relocated
from Minneapolis to MSUMoorhead three years ago.
“Landing Zones” is a collection of stories by Edward
Micus. A Vietnam vet, he’s an
Iowa native who earned an
MFA in creative writing from
Minnesota State University
Mankato, where he teaches.
“Paper Boat” is a collection of
poems by Cullen Bailey Burns.
A Michigan native, she
received her MFA from the
Western Michigan University
and teaches at Century College
in Minneapolis.
The
Minnesota
Book
Awards, sponsored by the
Minnesota
Humanities
Commission, is an annual
awards program that recognizes, honors and celebrates
Minnesota’s writers and publishers. Since 1988, more
than 750 Minnesota-written
books have been Minnesota
Book Award finalists — representing what some call, “the
best
reading
list
in
Minnesota.”
The
winners
will
be
announced April 25.
For details about New Rivers
Press, go to www.newriverspress.com.

The MSUM planetarium presents “Larry the Cat in Space,”
at 2 p.m. Sundays and at 7
p.m. Mondays from Jan. 26
through March 8.
The show is a playful and
imaginative presentation about
an inquisitive cat who takes a
trip to the moon. The planetarium is located at 8th Avenue
and 11th Street in Bridges Hall
167.
General admission is $3; children 12 and under, senior citizens and Tri-College students
will be admitted for $1.50.
For information, or to schedule a group show, call 2363982.

The MSUM Dragon Baseball
Club is hosting a Spaghetti
Feed and Silent Auction at the
Knights of Columbus Hall
from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. on
Feb. 4 and 5 at the Knights of
Columbus Hall at 915 Main
Ave., Moorhead.
For the price of $6, you can
meet the team, talk baseball
and eat a huge plate of
Bridgette's Bomb Spaghetti
with meat sauce, garlic bread,
salad and coffee or milk.
Guests will also have bidding rights on the following
silent auction items:
A French Dinner for Six—a
five course French dinner prepared and served in your
home or ours, Minnesota
Twins
bobblehead
dolls,
Valentine gifts for him and
her, prepared gift baskets,
autographed sports memorabilia, sports clothing, hats,
equipment and much, much
more.
Support this club's spring
season by buying your tickets
today. Please call 477-2578
for ticket information or reply
to preston@mnstate.edu.

Parking office
relocates
The parking office relocated
to the Maintenance Building,
at 8th Avenue and 17th Street
South (just north of the
Security Building).
Office hours are 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday. A citation drop box is
located in the Post Office.

Art exhibit opens
Award-winning illustrator
and author S.D. Nelson will
exhibit a variety of his work
Jan. 13 through Feb. 4 at the
CA Arts gallery. An opening
reception is scheduled from 4
to 6 p.m. today (Thursday) in
the gallery.
Nelson is of Lakota and
Norwegian descent and is a
member of the Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe in the Dakotas.
An art teacher for more than
20 years, the MSUM alumnus
now resides in Chandler,
Ariz., devoting all of his time
to his artwork.

Student Leader of the Month
The Student Organization
Advisory
Committee
is
pleased to present Jody
Jensen with the Student
Leader of the Month award
for January. Jensen was
nominated by Volunteer
Visions.
“Jody’s impact on Volunteer
Visions has been outstanding,” Volunteer Vision’s adviser Kathy Scott said.
Jensen’s dedication and
motivation have been a driving force in the tremendous
success and growth of
Volunteer Visions this past
year. Jensen has dedicated
herself to providing service
and resources to the members of Volunteer Visions, in
addition to the campus and
community.
Jensen’s ability to work in a
team, lead and motivate others, and organize and manage any task are just a few of
the leadership qualities she
brings to campus daily. Her

sincere personality makes
her always ready to take time
out of her busy schedule to
“be there” for others. These
are just a few of the reasons
Jensen was awarded the
Student Leader of the Month
award.
Other nominees for the
Student Leader of the Month
award for January included:
Roxanne Stewart, nominated
by the International Student
Club; Krysten Edwards, nominated by Delta Zeta; Tamera
Parrish, nominated by the
Campus Activities Board; and
Jason Morris, nominated by
Phi
Sigma
Kappa.
Congratulations to everyone
nominated.
If you would like to nominate someone for Student
Leader of the Month for
February, please stop by the
Office of Student Activities,
CMU 229, to pick up a nomination form. All forms are
due by noon on Feb. 2.
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THE

S ecurity
Report

1.9 — 1.18

Fire alarm in CMU.
Vandalism in Grantham.
Theft in parking lot S.
Personal property theft
in South Snarr.
Fire alarm in MacLean.
Student motor-vehicle
accident on campus.
Fire alarm in CMU.
Trespassing of real property at the Underground.
Medical response in
East Snarr.
Fire alarm in Neumaier
Apartments.
Vandalism in Ballard.
Trespassing of company
property in Kise.

1.9
1.11
1.12
1.12
1.14
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.16
1.16
1.17
1.18

Organization
assembly planned
The Office of Student
Activities is hosting this
semester’s first Organization
Assembly at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday in CMU 205.
Many organizations have
taken advantage of this
opportunity to network. The
topic at the assembly will
include recruitment and
retention. Discussions will
include how to find new
members and also how to
keep current members active
and involved.
Organizations will also have
a chance to share ideas and
advertise upcomping programs and events.
If there are any questions,
please contact the Office of
Student Activities by calling
477-2790 or by e-mailing
osa@mnstate.edu.

Have a story idea?
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Construction management team
competes in annual event
By JOSEPH BOUSHEE
Staff Writer

It’s 6 o’clock on a brisk
November morning at a hotel
in Nebraska City, Neb. Few
lights are on, but in some of
the lit rooms, three dedicated
teams,
the
Residential,
Commercial and Design-Build
teams, are already hard at
work beginning what will be a
long day.
The teams were attempting
to win the annual Region IV
Student
Construction
Management
Competition.
Participating since 1994, no
team from MSUM has ever
placed in the competition.
This year, things ended differently.
The construction management program sent 18 students to compete in this year’s
event. Three groups of six
were formed and put into
teams,
creating
the
Residential, Commercial and
Design-Build teams. Each
group was given a team specific task to complete in 12
hours.
It was their job to take the
given problem, which they had
never seen or trained on, and
create a practical solution to
present to the judges.
The Design-Build team’s
problem called for them to
remodel a warehouse into a
postal service distribution
area. While no physical labor
as far as actual building was
required, the team had to plan
a solution to the problem in
the same manner that a professional Design-Build team,
working for a contracting company, would have to.
About 15 minutes before
their midnight deadline, the
MSUM Design-Build team finished with their solution and
were ready to orally present it
to the judges the next day.
The team had worked almost
non-stop all day and created
a solution without the guidance of any advisers. All the
advisors could do was wait
until the students proposed
their solution to the judges.
The MSUM Design-Build
team won third place for their
efforts,
after
competing
against other Region IV
schools such as, Iowa State,
Central Missouri and NDSU.
Melanie Dockter, a member
of the MSUM Design-Build
team and an MSUM junior
majoring in construction management, said, “I think we all
pulled our own share.”
Dockter said she was happy
with the way everyone participated and how easily they all
got along. She said the problem was difficult and required
hard work.
Dockter, who started the
construction
management
program one month before the
competition, said, “It was
tough. They (the judges) really
want you to think.”
Dockter said she really liked
the competition and plans to
compete the next couple of
years as well. Each student is
a volunteer in the competition.
Norma Andersen, a construction management professor, was an adviser to the
three teams. She said, “I was
impressed with the way the
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What’s
going on
with you??
We need more
information
on upcoming
events
and news

E-mail
advocate@mnstate.edu
BRITTA TRYGSTAD/PHOTO EDITOR

Norma Andersen teaches Plan/Scheduling as part of the construction management program.
students handled themselves.”
She added that some of the
students in the competition
were relatively inexperienced
but still “took things seriously.”
Andersen realizes the commitment the students had in
the competition and said she
is proud of the students who

participated.
She sees the competition as
an excellent opportunity for
students to not only get exposure to real construction experience, but also to gain a valuable item for a résumé.
Boushee can be reached
at jbousheeusa@yahoo.com.

OPINION
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Advocate editorial board
Alicia Strnad
Editor

Sarah Olsonawski
Features Editor

Hayden Goethe
Sports Editor

Lobby Day gives
students chance
to stop rising
educational costs
Some days, it stinks to be a student.
We at MSUM are facing tuition costs that
increase in double-digit percentages each year,
funding that decreases further and further each
year, and the addition of more and higher fees
each year.
At the beginning of each semester, we all go to
the bookstore and spend an average of almost
$300 a semester on books most of us will never
use again.
So, like most people, we complain. We sit in
the CMU and complain to our friends. We
complain to our professors in class. We complain to our advisers during meetings. We
complain to our student senators when we
meet them.
But we don’t do anything.
Student senate wants to help us change all
that. They’re sponsoring their annual Lobby Day
trip—a chance for students to meet with state
legislators and other influential people at the
capitol. Lobby Day is a chance for students
across campus to make their voices heard by
those in power.
The trip is completely free for students to
attend—senate even provides transportation to
St. Paul and back—and it counts as a university-excused absence. You can enjoy a day trip,
share your opinions with people who are in a
position to make changes to the system and
miss your too-expensive classes while doing it.
All students can attend Lobby Day—you don’t
have to be a senator or a political science major.
You don’t need to have a polished speech or
multimedia presentation. All you need is an
opinion.
Lobby Day is Wednesday, Feb. 11. For more
information, contact student senate by phone at
477-2150, by e-mail stusen@mnstate.edu or
visit the senate office, CMU 116B.
The bottom line is this: if you don’t attend
events like Lobby Day and make an effort to
participate in the process that ultimately results
in decisions on tuition and hundreds of other
things that affect our campus every day, you
can’t complain.

Easterners get too much attention
for dealing with ‘cold’ weather
This week’s diatribe comes
to you courtesy of an uncontrollable factor called the
w e a t h e r.
Yes, that’s
r i g h t .
Weather.
Now
I
k n o w
everyone
complains
about the
SAMANTHA w e a t h e r
MILLER
here, and
t h a t ’ s
Columnist
under“If people are going to be s t a n d talking about the cold
able. We
weather they had better
have the
mean cold.”
extremes
on
both
ends of the scale — really hot
in the summer and really
cold in the winter. We complain about it, but you don’t
see us freaking out about
days when it’s below zero
because we can DEAL with it.
However, it seems like our
good neighbors to the east
cannot.
For the past week or so,
there have been things
appearing in national news
about the extreme cold on
the East Coast. But who
defines cold? Seems to me,
some of the temperatures
they have been predicting for
New York City seem downright warm. I mean, a day

when it’s eight degrees and
they’re shivering? Man, I’d
almost consider breaking out
the shorts after the truly cold
temperatures we’ve had here.
Since this has been aggravating me, I decided to investigate the cold and see why
we can handle the same cold
year after year that the East
Coast can’t seem to handle.
To do this, I searched weather information online and
then decided to consult two
local meteorologists — John
Wheeler and Tom Szymanski.
The temperatures for the
northeastern parts of the
United States (i.e. Maine) are
truly cold. I have no issues
with them. I feel for them.
This rant is not directed at
you.
With the information John
Wheeler provided me, I
learned the Fargo-Moorhead
area averages 50 to 55 nights
a year with below zero degree
days. In New York, it got to -1
degrees and made national
news for three days. It was
all we heard about on the
news, on some talk shows
and on Letterman’s monologue. Granted, at least
Letterman’s
jokes
were
funny, but I was shocked at
how much attention was
given to this cold weather.
In February 1996, the FM
area experienced its own chill
that garnered shutting down
schools, like this new chill

has been doing on the coast.
It was 39 degrees below zero
with the daytime high being
28 degrees below zero.
Temperatures like that are
normal for places further
north
from
us,
like
Fairbanks, Alaska, where I’m
sure they’re laughing at the
silly people worried about
single digit temperatures.
When it gets down to it, I
guess the big thing is some
places aren’t prepared for the
cold. Which, when you think
about it, does make sense.
These temperatures aren’t
exactly the ‘norm’ for those
places. But, the media frenzy
surrounding this cold snap
still irks me. If people are
going to talk about cold
weather, they better mean
cold.
I guess that ends my rant. I
feel like I should have a moral
to this story or something,
like we’ve learned a lesson
from all of this. But, that
seems too deep and philosophical for a column like
mine, so I’ll just leave you
with a quote from Northern
Exposure: “This is Chris-inthe-morning with the weather and time—24 hours later
than it was yesterday and
cold.”

Miller can be reached
at lefty-smiller@hotmail.com.

We wrote ‘Opinion’
on the top
❒ MEIER,
of these pages for a reason
from 4

Think about that the next time you’re in line at
the bookstore.

The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those
of the college administration, faculty or student body. The Advocate
encourages letters to the editor and Your Turn submissions. They
should be typed and must include the writer’s name, signature,
address, phone number, year in school or occupation and any
affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130, dropped off in The Advocate office or e-mailed
to advocate@mnstate.edu.

If you are a faculty member or student of MSUM, these two pages of The
Advocate are dedicated to your views and opinions about subjects, on-campus and off. Tell us your opinions about student fees, parking, pizza, etc.

Send all Letters to the Editor
to advocate@mnstate.edu
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Birthdays not worth celebrating past 21
It’s coming. That day I’ve dreamt
about since I was born, or at least
since I was old enough to understand
its significance.
That’s right, in
just a couple of
weeks I’ll officially be recognized
by the government as a fullfledged
adult.
Not only will I be
BRITTA
able to smoke
TRYGSTAD
cigarettes, get a
tattoo and go to
Photo Editor
war, but I’ll be
“I’ll celebrate my birthday
able to think
like any good 21-year-old
American should. I’ll go to
about doing all
the bar, drink a few drinks,
those
things
regret it all the next day.”
while
legally
drinking a nice
tall pint of Newcastle.
I’ll be able to see live music without

looking over my shoulder. I won’t fear
going to parties. I’ll be able to sip a
glass of wine with my pasta, or maybe
I’ll have a beer.
I’ll cross that imaginary line between
under 21 and over 21. My boyfriend’s
friends will finally stop asking (or,
rather, pointing out), “You’re not 21
yet?”
Oh, life seems so much greener on
the other side ...
But as the day creeps nearer, I fear
it will be the last birthday that I’ll
anticipate celebrating. What other
birthdays do I have to look forward
to? I’m just going to get older.
Next year, I’ll be 22. Oh, big deal ...
22. But wait, 23 isn’t exactly that
exciting ... neither is 24, 25 or 26.
Well, shortly there after I’ll be 30,
then 40, and then I’ll just be old.
Perhaps I’ll turn into my dad who
claims he doesn’t have a birthday, or

my mom - who is still 29.
Usually there are three birthdays
every American looks forward to in
their lifetime. After the 16th birthday,
one generally has the opportunity to
receive his or her driver’s license.
Freedom. On the 18th birthday, an
array of adult opportunities are presented. One can move out on their
own, get a tattoo and legally take up
smoking. Freedom. Lastly (and sometimes considered most importantly),
comes the 21st birthday. Not only
does one have all the responsibilities
and privileges of a 16 and 18-yearold, but they can legally get a hangover. One becomes an adult.
Freedom.
As Americans, we put so much
emphasis on these landmark birthdays that everything after the big
party seems some how less important. We use our birthdays to mark

our “adult” freedoms, our privileges.
Ask a 20-year-old the significance of
their last birthday and they’ll probably tell you it’s one year closer to
being 21. Likewise, ask any 46-yearold the importance of their last birthday and they’ll probably tell you that
it’s one year closer to retirement.
Should we not celebrate our birthdays as a way to celebrate our existence? “Yeah, I’m alive another year!”
A bit grave I suppose. Maybe birthdays don’t really matter anyway.
Maybe the only thing that matters is
the privilege of living another year.
I’ll celebrate my birthday like any
good 21-year-old American should.
I’ll go to the bar, drink a few drinks,
regret it all the next day. It is, after
all, the birthday I’ve waited for my
whole life.
Trygstad can be reached
at shadowedfire@hotmail.com.

Mars rover funds better spent here on Earth
By BARBIE PORTER
Staff Writer

We’re mobile on Mars and
capturing pictures that once
were figments of our imagination. Now the age-old proposed space station on the
moon seems plausible. This
expensive turn of events is
almost indescribable, but I’ll
try.
I’m so glad moronic people,
like myself, have no say in
how our government pisses
away our money. Otherwise,
landing a rover on Mars would
remain a futuristic aspiration.
Foolish minds like mine would
propose taking care of earthly

problems before spending billions on the great beyond.
So many of our fellow citizens have bills, but no income.
Our kids have schools, but
inadequate supplies. These
problems exist in the masses,
yet somehow our government
sees our future in Mars.
Point in case. My mother
lost her job of 30 years, and
in time, her health care ran
out. For reasons unknown to
me, she chose to keep a roof
over her head and go without
the $600 a month health coverage bill. My mother has
never been in the hospital,
never smoked any substances, doesn’t drink more

than a glass of wine at
Christmas time — at least
since I’ve known her. But, she
is in her 60’s. My mother is
now a sponge. She takes
money from the government
with early retirement, as
opposed to giving to the pissing pool. Without health coverage she has a better chance
of dying and lessening the
budget burdens on our government. I must really have
defunct priorities to think
Uncle Sam should care for
those aging sponges.
I have a hard time comprehending why free health care
is shooting for the moon. But
hey, not everyone can be

like Canada.
Besides the worthless elderly, God knows Mars money
isn’t better spent funding
schools and bolstering teachers pay. I’ve seen so many
kids and teachers undeserving of the poor educational
tools presented to them. I
would have jammed a wrench
in the rover had I the chance.
I’ve heard of numerous cases
where teachers teach their
pupils from books my mother
studied from. I suppose they
have no right to complain —
at least they have books.
Since our budget is in disarray, cuts do have to be made.
What better choice could

Uncle Sam make than our
future?
It’s bittersweet to see pictures of the red dustbowl
when I know large portions of
our schools inside the bowels
of the inner city are in ruins.
My ignorance makes it difficult to understand why this
monumental Mars expenditure is given to a select few
and not to the many in need.
Scientists are wonderful
people. They make the impossible possible. I just wish I
knew why our government
doesn’t make the possible possible.
Porter can be reached
at porterba@mnstate.edu.
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Hot Wax
TOP 30 REQUESTS
FROM KMSC
1 SUN KIL MOON

By HEIDI REULE
Copy Editor

Ghosts...

2 ELBOW

Cast Of Thousands

3 FITNESS

Call Me For Together

4 IMA ROBOT

Alive [EP]

5 PAUL WESTERBERG

Come...

6 LOT SIX

Major Fables

7 TORI AMOS

Tales...

8 COUGARS

Nice, Nice

9 DRUGMONEY

Mtn Cty Jnk

10 WHEAT

Per Second...

11 SOUNDS

Living In America

12 GARAGELAND

Last Exit...

13 SHINS

Chutes Too Narrow

14 NEW AUGUST

Fall

15 ELECTRELANE

On Parade [EP]

16 MURDOCKS

Murdocks [EP]

17 MOONRAKER

Moonraker

18 HER SPACE HOLIDAY

The Young...

19 VISQUEEN

King Me

20 OXFORD COLLAPSE

Oxford Collapse...

21 YO LA TENGO

Today Is The Day..

22 FALLOUTS

Summertime

23 VOLEBEATS

Country Favorites

24 AFI

Live...

25 RAPTURE

Echoes

26 SPECIAL GOODNESS
27 SNAPCASE

Land Air Sea
Bright Flashes

28 SEEKONK

For Barbara Lee

29 HALLOWEEN, ALASKA

Halloween...

30 EVERYOTHERS

Everyothers

BAR

SIDE

Ashton Ink takes the stage

Fargo-Moorhead
events
and
performances

With equipment in tow and
the set list in mind, Ashton
Ink made their way backstage
only to be star struck by a big
square platform emitting
smoke in the air. Like giddy
children seeing Disneyland
for the first time, the members stand at its side to
salute it. This was their first
time playing on a stage.
This MSUM quintet of
shaggy-haired
musicians
consists of Mike Burgad, 19,
drums; Howard Klingbeil, 20,
bass
guitar;
Brandon
LaPlante, 19, guitar; Adam
Zavalney, 20, vocals and Josh
Zeis, 20, guitar and vocals.
For only being together for
one year, Ashton Ink does
something not many bands
can do. They manage to describe their music in one
word. “We’re not emo-core,
HEIDI REULE/THE ADVOCATE
we’re
screamo,”
said
From left: Howard Klingbeil, Josh Zeis, Adam Zavalney, Brandon LaPlante and Mike Burgad.
LaPlante. “We’re a lot like
Matchbox 20,” Burgad joked.
One thing is for sure though,
shows is in full force.
Ink would pursue it. LaPlante said he
they all simultaneously agreed Glassjaw,
When asked about their band name, would want to die if he couldn’t play
a five-piece New York band, was their Ashton Ink wasn’t afraid to cook up some music. Zavalney said, “It’s not what else
biggest musical influence. They’re also tall tales. “Well,” Zeis said. “I used to we would want to do, it’s that we couldby the musical style of The Used.
wear trucker hats, and then Ashton n’t do anything else.”
Music for Ashton Ink is a collaborative Kutcher started wearing it, and then
As for now, Ashton Ink is just doing
process. As Zavalney explained it, “every- everyone said I was so cool ... ”
what they do best, and that’s making
one puts in their share.” Many of their
“No, no, no,” Zavalney responded. “We music for the variety of fans who consongs share the universal themes of are trying to make a corporation based tinue to rock out and absorb the dejected
heartbreaks and misfortunes.
upon Ashton Kutcher.”
lyrics pouring from Zavalney’s voice.
Although the Fargo-Moorhead music
After everyone gets his or her laughs, They hope to release their first EP somescene has undergone some heavy-duty LaPlante adamantly sets the story time within the next couple of months,
construction over the past five years, straight. “It’s a combination of a town in which they’ll record at a Minneapolis
most people see it improving. “It’s a lot Illinois and a song.” They followed studio.
better than it has been in the past couple around their favorite band Glassjaw and
Ashton Ink will play with If I Die and
of years,” LaPlante said.
after meeting them, embarked on an Necktie Suicide at 7 p.m. Saturday at
“It used to be cliquéy,” said Burgad. emotional journey home where they Billiard’s in Fargo with a $4 cover charge.
“Bands would see each other, and then came upon a town named Ashton. “Ink”
they’d hate each other.”
Reule can be reached
comes from a song with their old band.
They all agreed the scene has become
at blueeyegrrl@aol.com.
If college offered a degree in rock ‘n roll,
friendlier and the number of all-aged one could bet every member of Ashton

Burton lands quite the catch with ‘Big Fish’
By ELISSA HOVLAND
A & E Editor

1.22-24
The FMCT presents Gunmetal
Blues, by Wentworth, Bohmler
and Adler, directed by William
R. Balsley. A murder mystery
musical, Gunmetal Blues will be
in the Avalon Events Center. For
more information call 235-6778.

1.24
MSUM’s Honors Orchestra performs at 4 p.m. Saturday, in
Weld Auditorium. Free admission.

1.25-3.8
The MSUM planetarium presents, “Larry the Cat in Space,”
at 2 p.m. Sundays and 7 p.m.
Mondays in the planetarium,
Bridges 167. General admission
is $3; children 12 and under, senior citizens and Tri-College students are admitted for $1.50.

In his adaptation of Daniel
Wallace’s novel, “Big Fish,”
Tim Burton has once again
created a visual masterpiece
with an enchantingly beautiful
story.
William Bloom (Billy Crudup)
has heard his father’s tall
tales for as long as he can remember—stories of giants,
witches and life in the circus.
Now, sitting in
a drab hospital
room,
he’ll
hear
them
again for the
last time.
E d w a r d
Bloom (Ewan
McGregor as
the
younger
Bloom
and
Albert Finney
as the older)
led
anything
but an ordinary life. He
had
more
adventures in
one
lifetime
than many have ever dreamt of. But with
all his vivid stories, Edward makes it
nearly impossible for those he loves to
see the real man hidden in the depths of
his tales.
Throughout his life, Edward has had a
knack for twisting fact with fiction. His
journey follows a colorful trail from his

meeting with a witch who shows him
his own death, to his travels with a
gentle giant, to his encounter with
Siamese twins, to a life at the circus,
to his romantic, yet conflicted
,courtship of his wife Sandra (Alison
Lohman as the younger Sandra and
Jessica Lange as the older) and finally,
to the birth of his son, William. As
William sits next to his dying father,
listening to the stories he has heard
throughout his childhood, Burton
weaves a visual web of wonder and
magic.
Audiences may experience some confusion in the beginning of the film due to
the constant flips from Edward’s hospital
room to the many different settings of his
tales. Yet the visual displays of Edward’s

life are so incredibly
thought out and beautiful,
audiences are pulled into
the colorful mind of a
dying man.
McGregor and Finney deliver a flawless joint performance of the title character that audiences can’t
help loving the old man
and his adventuresome
young
counterpart.
Likewise, Lohman and
Lange collaborate to bring
Sandra’s lovely grace to
the screen. Crudup does a
magnificent job of portraying the troubled-adult son
of such an imaginative
mind. Also lending their
incredible talents are Steve
SUBMITTED PHOTO
Buscemi
and
Helena
Bonham Carter.
Tim Burton has outdone himself with
this outstanding film, nominated for four
Golden Globes. Burton, known for somewhat odd movie choices such as,
“Edward Scissorhands” and “The
Nightmare Before Christmas,” adds his
trademark weirdness with a touch of reality to “Big Fish.”
With such beautiful backgrounds, colorful tales and heart-felt drama, “Big
Fish” is sure to make a splash in everyone’s top-10 list.
Hovland can be reached
at stargazingfish12@aol.com.

Four flames for
Burton’s “Big
Fish.”

Moore shines in yet another teen romance
By ELISSA HOVLAND
A & E Editor

Mandy Moore stars yet again in a coming-of-age flick full of adventure and romance, but after films like “How to Deal”
and “A Walk to Remember,” Moore needs
to branch out from her teen films and
dive deeper into the world of film.
Her acting potential is definitely there;
audiences can see it onscreen, but lately
her performances have all been the
same, just with different scenery. Her onscreen chemistry with co-star Matthew
Goode brings teen romance to its height
with motorbike rides and adventures
across Europe.
Goode, in his big screen debut as Ben
Calder, plays Moore’s typical rescuer and
yet harbors an underlying potential for
film greatness. His energetic and eyecatching smile is only the beginning of
this British actor’s appeal. His acting
skills only enhance that of Moore’s and
bring a rather typical character to life.
Although Goode and Moore are the
main characters, their co-stars Jeremy
Piven and Annabella Sciorra often steal
many of the scenes. Piven and Sciorra
are cast as Moore’s bodyguards, and
while under strict orders to protect the
President’s daughter, the two begin to
discover a romance all their own.
The plot line is as it always is in a teen
romance; a young girl, usually 17 or 18
rebels and sets off to prove her indepen-

dence. While proving this, she
meets a guy, falls in love, learns
life’s tough lessons and in the end
is a little more grown up then
when the story began. In “Chasing
Liberty,” Moore is cast as Anna
Foster, the 18-year-old daughter of
the President of the United States.
Her father, James Foster (Mark
Harmon) is extremely protective
with guards watching Moore
around the clock.
One night on a trip through
Prague, she manages to convince
her dear old dad to give her a night
of freedom, well, as much freedom
as possible with two Secret Service
agents keeping an eye on her.
Her freedom is short-lived.
Anna soon discovers that her
Secret Service agents, Weiss and
Morales, are not the only agents
following her around the European
countryside.
So Anna escapes into the arms of
a strange photographer, Ben
Calder, who whisks her away with
his British accent and motorbike
for an adventurous three days
throughout
the
picturesque
Prague, with the lovestruck pair,
Weiss and Morales trailing not far
behind. While in the excitement of
the chase, Ben and Anna fall in
love, and soon she realizes she
must tell Ben whom she really is.
Interestingly enough, Ben
has a secret of his own.
Just another one of
many
romantic
teen
flicks, “Chasing Liberty”
has its own flair and energy, but will sadly probably fall
into the piles of films that it
resembles. Moore shines in her
rebellious good girl character
and dazzles with her charismatic smile, but it just isn’t
enough to pull her out of her
teen flick rut.

Hovland can be reached
at stargazingfish12@aol.com.

Three flames
for “Chasing
Liberty.”

Opera Auditions

Auditions for the Fargo-Moorhead Opera Company are from 1 to 3
p.m., Saturday in the music building at Concordia. Performers
should prepare an operatic aria or classical vocal session,
an accompanist will be provided.
The next production is Donizetti’s “The Elixir of Love,” performed
in the Festival Concert Hall in Reinecke Fine Arts Center at
NDSU. Rehearsals usually begin three to four weeks prior to opening night.
For more information or to schedule an audition call the FargoMoorhead Opera at (701) 239-4558. Or stop by their office, Elm
Tree Square in the Black Building, 114 Broadway, Suite S1, Fargo.

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Artists Wanted
The Advocate is offering student musicians and artists an opportunity to reach
out to fellow students and community
members.
Articles will feature background information about the artist or artists involved, a
review of their artwork or musical pieces,
information about their next showing or
concert and ways to contact the featured
artist. Space will also be provided for an
artwork sample, an album cover or a photo
of the artist.
Students who would like to display their
artwork or have their music reviewed can
stop by The Advocate office in the CMU 110
or contact the A&E editor by e-mail at
advocate@mnstate.edu.
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Rollie’s run drops UMD
Senior guard sparks 21-0 stretch as Dragons defeat Bulldogs
By HAYDEN GOETHE

Davison

Becker

MSUM’s track team competed
in the University of Minnesota
Open Saturday. Senior Belinda
Eastlack finished runner-up in
the weight throw, while freshman
Jessica Trautwein notched a
second-place finish in the long
jump. The track team also ran in
the Northern State Triangular.
Junior Dustin Cossette won the
men’s 400-meter dash.
Freshman Landon Carlblom
was first in the shot put, and
junior Kerri Larson won the
women’s 400 meters.
Senior wideout Chad Davison
was named the winner of the
Vincent Yatchak Award as the
Dragons’ most valuable player in
2003. Senior Cory Becker won
the Steve Vaneps Award as the
Dragons’ top offensive lineman.
Notes by Hayden Goethe/
sports editor and
MSUM athletic Web site

TRIVIA
1. On Sunday, the Carolina
Panthers earned a berth in the
Super Bowl. Just two years ago,
the Panthers were 1-15. Which
team was the only one Carolina
beat in 2001?
2. When was the last time the
Twins had a 100-win season?

MSUM 63, Minnesota-Duluth 49

Sports Editor

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

With the Dragons down 3725 two minutes into the second half, MSUM coach Karla
Nelson called a 20-second
timeout. MSUM guard Brenna
Rollie remembers only one
thing Nelson told the team
during the timeout.
“(Coach) just said, ‘Stop
playing so passive. Take
charge, and take it to the
hole,’” Rollie said.
Rollie took those words to
heart. Then she took it to the
University
of
MinnesotaDuluth.
Following a 3-pointer by
Bulldogs guard Katie Pavlich,
Rollie scored 10 points while
spearheading a 21-0 MSUM
run as the Dragons defeated
Minn.-Duluth
63-49
in
women’s basketball Saturday
at Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse.
“The reason why we won was
the aggressive play of Brenna
Rollie,” Nelson said. “It was
not a well-played game by
either team.”
Rollie connected on a basket
from the top of the key and
made three layups during the
span. UMD, on the other
hand, couldn’t find the basket.
During the Dragons’ 21-0
run, the Bulldogs went 9:45
without scoring until center
Natalie Hopkins’ layup with
seven minutes left in the game.
Hopkins added another basket two possessions later, cutting the Dragons lead to 48-45.

The story: Dragons rattle off 21-0 run in win.

LIZZIE STARK/THE ADVOCATE

Brenna Rollie scored 10 points during a crucial 21-0 run in
MSUM’s victory against NSIC foe Minnesota-Duluth Saturday at
Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse.
But MSUM answered back
with an 8-0 run, capped by a
Rollie jump shot near the
basket. With the Dragons
lead at 56-45 and more than
two minutes to go, the
Bulldogs had run out of time

and answers.
Duluth’s struggles in the
second half were due in part
to the loss of Lindsay Dietz.
The NSIC preseason player of
the year reaggravated her
high ankle sprain in the clos-

ing minutes of the first half
and did not return.
Nelson said the team didn’t
know the significance of
Dietz’s injury during her halftime preparation.
“At halftime we didn’t even
talk about it,” Nelson said.
“I think it hurt them,” Rollie
added. “When she’s not in
there, you take it at them.”
The Dragons outrebounded
UMD 24-15 in the second
half, adding to Duluth’s
offensive woes.
“We crashed the boards,
which was huge,” Rollie said.
Dragons center Liz Klukas
led MSUM to a 19-11 lead at
the start, scoring 10 points
during that stretch.
“The first 10 minutes we
dominated,” Nelson said.
“Then we looked atrocious.”
MSUM fell into a scoring
drought of more than five
minutes. UMD captured a
six-point lead by the time the
Dragons hit their next basket.
The Dragons would not
regain the lead until the 10minute mark of the second
half.
Rollie finished with 14
points, all in the second half,
along with five steals and four
assists.
Klukas scored a game-high
18 points, while senior Janna
Davis tallied 12 rebounds.
Davis’ 12 rebounds were the
most she’s recorded since
transferring to MSUM from
NDSU last season.
Goethe can be reached
at hgoethe@forumcomm.com.

2: The Minnesota Twins won 102 games
in 1965. The Twins lost to Sandy Koufax
and the Dodgers in the World Series 4-3.
Answers:
1: The Panthers defeated the Minnesota
Vikings in Week 1 of the 2001 season
24-13 behind the play of quarterback
Chris Weinke.

MEN’S BASKETBALL

UMD bulldogs Dragons
Sullivan misses 3-pointer for win as time expires
By DUSTIN MONKE
Staff Writer

LIZZIE STARK/THE ADVOCATE

MSUM forward Deandre Buchanan drives to the basket
in Saturday’s loss against Minnesota-Duluth.

A
LOOK
AHEAD

It was a classic conference
matchup filled with ups and
downs for the MSUM mens basketball team.
Unfortunately it ended on the
downside, with visiting University
of MinnesotaDuluth edging
the
Dragons
(10-7, 3-3 NSIC)
for
a
72-70
NSIC victory.
With less than
10 seconds left,
Dragons guard
Rob
Sullivan Anderson
controlled
the
ball on the right wing. Sullivan
looked to dump the ball in the
post to junior forward Deandre
Buchanan, but the Bulldogs col-

MEN’S HOOPS
The Dragon men’s basketball team host ConcordiaSt. Paul on Friday and
Wayne (Neb.) State College
on Saturday.

lapsed on the inside and forced
Sullivan to misfire on a 3-pointer
before time expired.
After falling behind 43-29 in the
second half, junior guard Ben
Aalto hit four unanswered 3-pointers in the midst of a 15-0 run helping MSUM retake the lead 44-43.
Aalto finished with 16 points and
was 5 of 8 from beyond the arc. “I
just felt it I guess,” he said. “It got
us back in the game most importantly.”
MSUM head coach Stu Engen,
displeased with the outcome of the
game, was impressed with the
performance by Aalto.
“We knew sooner or later he was
going to have a breakout game,”
Engen said.
As soon as MSUM found a way
back, the Bulldogs started to fire
back with 3-pointers from senior
forward Dusty Decker and sopho-

WOMEN’S HOOPS
MSUM hosts Concordia-St.
Paul Friday at 6 p.m. and
Wayne (Neb.) State College
Saturday at 6 p.m. The
Dragons are 3-3 in the NSIC.

more forward Josh Emerson.
“We blew this game,” Aalto said.
“They made plays when they had
to,” Aalto said.
Engen took that outlook a step
further. “We did a hell of a job
coming back to give ourselves a
chance to win,” Engen said.
“When we got there, we didn’t do
what we needed to do.”
MSUM stuck with the Bulldogs
to the final horn, in part to junior
forward Chris Anderson.
Anderson took over for the
Dragons in the last 10 minutes of
the game, scoring 13 of his teamhigh 17 points in a span of five
minutes in the second half.
Bulldogs sophomore guard Sean
Seaman earned the first doubledouble of his career with a 21point, 10-rebound performance.
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WRESTLING
The top-ranked NDSU
wrestling squad host the
13th-ranked Dragons Friday
at 7:30 p.m. at the Bison
Sports Arena.

TRACK AND FIELD
The Dragons travel to
Minneapolis to participate
in the University of
Minnesota Classic on
Saturday.
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Three years full of brilliant moments
HAYDEN
GOETHE
Sports Editor
“The Sept. 11 attacks
put everything in perspective. I won’t forget
interviewing coaches
James Williams and
Tim McLagan about
the team following the
terrorist attacks.”

While I am overcome with excitement after finding a full-time job
during my final semester at
MSUM, it is bittersweet that this is
my last issue as a member of The
Advocate staff.
Having written sports for the last
three years, and served as the
sports editor for the last few
months, I am compelled to reflect
on my tenure.
My first byline in sports was in
March of 2001. It seems appropriate for a baseball buff like myself
that the story I wrote concerned a
club baseball team being formed
at MSUM. As the last three years
have passed, I’ve supported the
team’s efforts.
I’ve been encouraged by the
e-mails I receive every now and
then from baseball players at
other schools interested in transferring to MSUM with hopes the
program will be accepted by the

NCAA some day. I only wish that
the program would have been
accepted into the NSIC by now.
The story I remember most clearly during the last three years was
one I wrote in September of 2001.
I was the cross country writer in
the fall when I encountered an
event that left a mark on me not
just journalistically, but also cognitively.
The Sept. 11 attacks put everything in perspective. I won’t forget
interviewing
coaches
James
Williams and Tim McLagan about
the team following the terrorist
attacks.
Listening to McLagan tell me
how the runners did the best they
could and how their minds were
elsewhere made me realize while
sports are important, they are just
sports.
My favorite moment during my
stretch at The Advocate was the

10-game winning streak the
women’s basketball team created
last season in conference play.
I never looked forward to covering any beat at this paper as
much as I did the women’s hoops
beat during that time.
The
Dragon
women
had
returned nearly every player from
the season before, and added
some quality freshman and a
6-foot-3 junior center from NDSU.
Prior to the streak’s onset on
Jan. 18, 2003, coach Karla Nelson
described the team’s play as having peaks and valleys.
That all changed over the course
of 10 games. The Dragons went
through the NSIC campaign, beating every team in the conference.
Following a Dragons’ victory
against Concordia Feb. 22, their
10th in a row, MSUM was locked
in a three-way tie for first in the
conference. The team was unable

Jansen, wrestling at 157
pounds, went 4-0 in the Terry
Staff Writer
Haws tournament. Desmond
Revenge is sweet, but first Radunz (125), Jeremy Kellar
(133), Ben Keen (141) and
place is even sweeter.
MSUM wrestlers took first Cody Ranz (174) also went
place at the Terry Haws Dual undefeated in the tournaTournament at St. John’s in ment.
St. John’s emerged as the
Collegeville, Minn. Saturday,
defeating St. John’s 19-12 in top team in Pool A and faced
off against the champions of
the championship round.
First, though, the Dragons Pool B, MSUM, for the tournaneeded to go undefeated in ment finals.
“St. John’s has got a balpool play.
The Dragons advanced to the anced team. It was a good batsecond round by defeating St. tle,” Spiess said.
The Dragons followed the
Olaf 51-0 and securing their
slow
start by rattling off wins
second shutout of the season.
Round two wasn’t much clos- in three consecutive matches
er as the Dragons captured a as Radunz, Kellar and Keen
43-9 victory. The Dragons finished the tournament perfectly. Jansen,
faced an alterAllan Huigens
nate team in
(165)
and
the
second
Ranz won to
round as a
give
the
replacement
Dragons wins
for
the
This is a good test to see
in three of the
University of
how we can do against
last five and a
Regina, which
the best in the nation.
19-12
dual
missed
the
victory
over
tournament
Keenan Spiess
St. John’s for
due to bad
MSUM wrestling coach
the champiweather.
onship.
Round three
The No. 13
was a rematch
between MSUM and last Dragons will take on the No. 1
year’s spoiler, University of NDSU Bison at 7:30 p.m.
Wisconsin-Eau Claire. The Friday at the Bison Sports
Dragons missed a shot at last Arena in Fargo. The Bison
year’s finals after falling to entered Wednesday’s meet
Wisconsin-Eau Claire 24-20 with the University of Mary,
in the third round of the 2003 Bismarck with a 13-match
winning streak at home in
Terry Haws.
MSUM won six of 10 weights dual meets.
“This is a good test to see
to take a 29-15 victory over
how we can do against the
Wisconsin-Eau Claire.
“We lost so close to best in the nation,” Spiess
Wisconsin-Eau Claire last said.
year,” junior Josh Jansen
said. “I thought we’d win it.
Moen can be reached
We’ve got a better team.”
at caseymoen@hotmail.com.
By CASEY MOEN

“
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MSUM started out strong,
holding
Minnesota-Duluth
scoreless the first five minutes
of the game.
The Dragons had built an
eight-point first half lead only
to watch it slowly stripped
away three minutes before
halftime.
The Dragons were troubled
by seven of 14 free throw
shooting in the second half,

including missing the front
end of two one-and-one bonus
free throws and shooting 5 of
8 on double bonus free
throws.
The game was a rematch of
last season’s NSIC championship game that MinnesotaDuluth won 71-66.
Monke can be reached
at dmonke@forumcomm.com.

Goethe can be reached
at hgoethe@forumcomm.com.

SWIMMING AND DIVING

WRESTLING

MSUM notches first
at Terry Haws Dual

to clinch the conference championship, but for 10 games in
January and February, the
Dragons were unstoppable.
I would be remiss if I didn’t mention some other moments I’ve
watched as a writer here, such as
Chad Davison breaking countless
school receiving records this past
season. Watching the Dragon
women this past Saturday notch a
21-0 run in a comeback victory
against University of MinnesotaDuluth was recent highlight for me.
I’d personally like to thank
MSUM’s coaches, athletes and
administrators for making sure
this job means something everyday.
--“A man can stand anything
except a succession of ordinary
days,” Goethe (1749-1832).

Chaussee joins Wehri as national qualifier
By HAYDEN GOETHE
Sports Editor

Dragons freshman diver Sarah Chaussee
joined teammate Brooke Wehri as a national
tournament qualifier after meeting the required
score in a dual against University of North
Dakota, Grand Forks on Friday.
“It’s pretty exciting,” Chaussee said. “It hasn’t
really hit yet.”
Chaussee will compete in the 2004 NCAA
Division II National Swimming and Diving
Championships in the one-meter and threemeter diving events, the same events Wehri
qualified for earlier this season.

“It will be much easier and more relaxed to go
with a friend,” Chaussee said.
Chaussee said making nationals was one of
her goals throughout the season. She feels she
can post solid scores, despite the tough competition.
“I’m just hoping to reach finals,” Chaussee said.
“I don’t know what the competition will be like.”
The MSUM swimming and diving team will
enter the Get To The Point Invitational Friday
and Saturday on the University of WisconsinStevens Point campus.
Goethe can be reached
at hgoethe@forumcomm.com.
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Help Wanted
Ideal job for students doing light
commercial cleaning in office
settings. Must be able to work
Monday through Friday, early
evenings with every weekend
off. Shifts vary from two to five
hours per day. Apply in person at
3431 4th Ave. S., Suite C.
ATTENTION ALL GCOMMers
AND PRINTING SPECIALISTS!!
OfficeMax in Dilworth is now hiring CopyMax Associates for
part-time. Responsibilities
include production of black/white
and color printing, binding, laminating, etc. Customer Service
skills are mandatory, retail selling is useful and desktop publishing is beneficial. Must have
experience with pre-press and
copy machine basics. Flexible
scheduling. Pay- depending on
experience. Apply in person at
OfficeMax. 1411 Center Ave. W.
Dilworth (Next to Slumberland).
Live-in. Need college girl to live
in private home. Pay your way
through college and gain excellent work experience with this
great job. Room, board and
$150/month. (701) 237-3959.
Part-Time Banquet/Catering Wait
Staff. Earn between $6-10 per
hour depending on events.
Flexible schedule. Must be available Saturdays for events.
Applications available at the
Plains Art Museum at the front
desk.

CLASSIFIEDS
Males/Females 21+ to audition
for local, honest and fun
model/talent agency. Join
Ultimate Image, the fastest
growing agency in North Dakota.
(701) 271-0402.

For Rent
Nice 1 bedroom apartment,
great location. Includes blinds,
ceiling fan, dishwasher, A/C,
new appliances, spacious bedroom, ample cupboard space,
garage with opener, walkout
patio, controlled access, and
laundry facility. Heat and hot
water paid. For more information and a showing call: (701)
200-1205 or (701) 293-2473.
Walk to MSUM, 408 10th St. S.,
Eff. 1 Bdrm, heat paid, cats ok,
laundry, $240. to $260.
Call 232-7100.
“X” MARKS THE SPOT, 6, 9 or
12 mo. lease, brand new, dbl
gar, w/d, f/c, comm. rm, elev.
and soooo much more. CALL
NOW! 356-9999. Sorry no pets.
EHO.
Looking For One Roommate.
4 Bdrm 2 bath house, close to
campus, $325 includes all utilities. Call (218) 236-1443.

Two Bedroom. Security, quiet,
no parties! Heat/water paid, A/C,
miniblinds, ceiling fans, new carpeting, no pets. Accommodates
two. Certified crime-drug free
housing, off street assigned
parking with plugins. Lease, references, deposit required. (218)
346-6584 or (701) 238-4542.

Spring Break
SPRING BREAK with Mazatlan
Express. Mazatlan/Cancun.
From $499+. Or earn a free trip
by being a rep. (800) 366-4786
www.mazexp.com.
ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
12th trip free. Visit the official
Web site for spring break ‘04.
The best deals to the hottest
destinations. Group discounts for
six+. www.springbreakdiscounts.com or (800) 838-8202.

Miscellanious
Free Pregnancy Testing with
RN’s. Your FirstChoice for pregnancy related concerns. Caring
and confidential. Clinic services:
237-6530.
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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
COST: The Advocate charges $3 for the first 30 words and $1 for
each additional 20 words. Classified ad forms are available in The
Advocate office during business hours. Payment is required in
advance of publication. Classifieds will not be taken over the phone.
No tearsheets are given and no refunds are given on cancellations.
DEADLINE: Monday by 5 p.m. for the issue published on Thursday,
no exceptions.
MAILING ADDRESS: Ads with payment may be mailed to: The
Advocate, ATTN: Classifieds, Minnesota State University Moorhead,
Box 130, Moorhead, MN 56560. Ads with payment may also be
dropped off in The Advocate office, Room 110 in the CMU.
ERRORS: The Advocate is responsible only for the cost of the first
incorrect insertion of the ad. It is the responsibility of the advertiser
to check the accuracy of the ad and make corrections if necessary.
The Advocate will not be liable for slight aesthetic changes or typographical errors that do not lessen the intent of the ad. The Advocate
is not responsible for errors due to illegible copy.
CLASSIFICATIONS AVAILABLE: For Sale, Help Wanted, Other, For
Rent, Personals, Roommates, Textbooks, Spring Break, Typing
Services, Wanted to Buy.

BACK PAGE
❒ BOOKS, from front
save money on textbooks is to
purchase them used. “When
students by a used book, it’s
like getting a 25% discount.”
Forty-three percent of textbook sales at MSUM last fall
and this spring were used textbooks, compared to the industry average of 25 to 30 percent,
Samson said. “We make great
efforts in trying to acquire
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❒ LOBBY DAY, from front
used books for students.”
Samson said if students
believe their textbook was
inapplicable to their class,
they should inform their
instructor, not the bookstore.
“If the faculty doesn’t get feedback from their students
(about books), they will probably not change their book
decisions.”

This April, the bookstore is
offering a rebate to students.
The rebate will cover required
course materials beginning
with student purchases last
semester. Students are not
required to return books for
the rebate.
Trygstad can be reached
at shadowedfire@hotmail.com.

upcoming bills. “Once those
bills get going and through the
political process the people
going in the spring will try to
get them to commit,” said
Maier.
For State Lobby Day, “We
take a bus to the state capitol
for the day. It’s along the same
lines (as the Federal Lobby

Day) and we meet with state
legislators that specifically
fund your school,” Maier said.
“Whatever they don’t fund,
students have to make up for
it. That’s why we get tuition
increases, because things are
getting more expensive and
funding is less. The students
have to make up for that gap.”
Maier is disappointed when
there are empty seats on the
State Lobby Day bus. “It’s a
great opportunity and a great
experience; it’s a lot of fun,”
Maier said. “Historically, professors are very willing to let
their students go because it
affects them too. To keep
tuition from going up too
much, they just cut budgets
from departments and then
they have less money to operate on.”
For more information, contact student senate by phone
at 477-2150, by e-mail at
stusen@mnstate.edu or by
visiting the senate office, CMU
116B.
Porter can be reached
at porterba@mnstate.edu.
Strnad can be reached
at aliciawithay@cableone.net.

❒ MARS, from front
“One of the (Spirit rover’s)
primary science issues is to
understand
how
climate
shapes Mars. The more we
understand about climate
change on other planets, the
more we can find out about
Earth,” he said. “If you do
something like this, it must be
for the good of people. We do it
with the expectation that it
will benefit people in some
way.
Ortler can be reached
at ortlerbr@mnstate.edu.

Think
you have
what it
takes?
The Advocate
needs columnists, cartoonists
and a copy
editor. We also
have openings
for staff writers.
To apply, e-mail
advocate@
mnstate.edu
or stop in the
Advocate office,
CMU 110.

